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Answers 

1.          r (The two words are beet and rare.) 

2.          s (The two words are duty and sate.) 

3.          o (The two words are flat and opal.) 

4.          u (The two words are fond and gout.) 

5.          r (The two words are boom and trip.) 

6.          house, tent 

7.          seat, hammock 

8.          novel, book 

9.          water, rain 

10. scarf, silk 

11. KP 

12. FI 

                  (Note that this question cannot be solved by the usual forward backward 

                   movement, because none of the five answers (on the answer sheet) match 

                   such an approach. This question is a “mirror code” type question. The 

                   letter W is four places in from the right end of the alphabet and its “mirror” 

                   is the letter that is four places in from the left end of the alphabet. So the 

                   “mirror” of W is the letter D. The letter T is 7 places in from the right end of 

                   the alphabet and therefore its “mirror” will be the letter that is 7 places in 

                   from the left end of the alphabet, which is the letter G. So the “mirror” of 

                   WT is DG. So the answer to the question is the “mirror” of UR i.e. FI.) 

13. IN 

14. CE 

15. GK 

16. PY 

17. B 

18. D 

19. D 

20. E 

21. B 

22. chase, hunt 

23. crazy, mad 

24. fast, rapid 

25. ample, enough 
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26. cake, tart 

27. ambitious type (The hidden word is oust.) 

28. drove straight (The hidden word is vest.) 

29. sinking lower (The hidden word is glow.) 

30. grew artichokes (The hidden word is wart.) 

31. more ambiguous (The hidden word is ream.) 

32. come another (The hidden word is mean.) 
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